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Not many artists have been called a “prophet of abstraction” or 
the “greatest colorist” of their nation, but these are just two in 
an endless list of laudatory descriptions of veteran Australian 
artist Sydney Ball. In May of this year, Sydney-based gallery 
Sullivan+Strumpf debuted Ball’s latest solo exhibition, “Infinex 
IV, Chromix Lumina and Modular.” The ground-floor gallery walls 
were ablaze with a suite of large geometric shapes rendered in 
Ball’s signature smooth, shiny, bold colors. These 10 works from 
Ball’s latest series, “Chromix Lumina” (2015), were complemented 
upstairs by works from his acclaimed 1960s “Modular” series: three 
of the original paintings and fourteen exquisite color sketches 
that were preliminary studies for the celebrated series. The recent 
paintings matched the earlier works in their formal inventiveness, 
bold polychromatic decisions and calibrated relationships between 
form and color, confirming Ball’s status as one of Australia’s most 
enduring and daring abstract artists. 

And yet, it would be inaccurate to regard Ball only as a painter 
of abstraction. In the middle of his 50-plus years as a painter is a 
21-year-long foray into painterly figuration—or as he describes it, 
“expressionism.” Looking back at Ball’s long career and examining 
his entire oeuvre, his ideas, evolution and maturation, it is clear that 
Ball’s rigorous methodology resulted in a career defined by three 
major phases: early years launching into abstraction, midcareer 
expressionism and, years later, a return to abstraction.

Ball is an artist who works in series. Born in Adelaide in 1933, 
his early training was as an architectural draughtsman. After part-
time studies at the South Australian School of Art, he decided to 
study full-time at the Art Students League of New York, in 1963. 
From that point onward, Ball has habitually laid out for himself a 
set of parameters within which to work, then would make as many 
paintings (and, usually, also prints and drawings) as he feels he 
can from that proposition. His criteria are cast in the somewhat 
arcane vocabulary of the sophisticated, professional picture-maker 
and the challenges are almost always formal, concerning shape—
both depicted and of the canvas itself—as well as material and 
application of paint. Often, one series is a subset of another. Above 

all, these self-imposed challenges have ensured a dynamic, ever-
changing body of work.

Take the “Chromix Lumina” works from the Sullivan+Strumpf 
exhibition. Ball regards these asymmetrical assemblages of bold, 
often triangulated forms fabricated in automative enamel on 
aluminum, as a subset of three previous series. As Ball sees it, the 
expansive, confident 1960s “Modular,” his first series of assembled 
paintings, is the root of both the “Infinex” (2010–14) works and the 
new “Chromix Lumina” pieces. In an email exchange in February, 
he described both the “Modular” and the “Infinex” series as 
“orchestrations of individual shapes that are related to each other 
in various combinations, giving a new reality to [the] work in a 
contemporary postindustrial age.” Just as the “Modular” works did 
in the ’60s, many of Ball’s more recent works explore the assembly of 
extreme geometric shapes and their interaction with the background 
wall space. Or, as Ball puts it, these newer works “use the negative 
background wall space in a more assertive way, cutting into the 
shape area to become shapes in their own right.” Yet they are also 
distinct in key ways.

While the “Modular” works employ a range of shapes, the 
forms Ball utilizes in the “Infinex” and “Chromix Lumina” series 
consistently resemble energetic reworkings of the star shape, 
both part and whole. They are generally more integrated, solid 
compositions than those in “Modular,” too; only Chromix Lumina #9 
(2015), with its narrow rectangular panels extending from the central 
zigzag shape, approximates the vigorous interplay with negative wall 
space that is one of the hallmarks of “Modular.” In their polychromatic 
angularity, these more recent forms also relate to work Ball created in 
the early 2000s that heralded his return to abstraction and in which 
a single shape dominates a background of hard-edge abstraction. 
Consider Yerba Buena (2004), in which an organic, almost fluorescent 
red form sits on a light blue rectangular form within a dark blue 
frame. Ball’s use of color ensures the red shape’s formal dominance, 
whereas in the “Infinex” works the wall functions as the background. 

For “Modular,” Ball made all the acrylic panels himself but 
outsourced the spray painting of the enamel panels to an automobile 
painting booth; in more recent years, the “Chromix Lumina” works 
(as well as three of the final “Infinex” works) have been entirely 
fabricated, by the Brisbane studio of Urban Art Projects. In response 
to the physical constraints of aging, Ball, now 82, has devised a 
method of manufacture that more than meets his exacting standards 
and artistic vision: he resolves his composition in black-and-white 
thumbnail sketches and selects his colors from a comprehensive 
Pantone guide. From there, the works are fabricated by spraying 
enamel on aluminum. The choice of substrate and paint gives the 
series a luscious, smooth sheen that feels very contemporary, and as 
always, Ball’s color choices are boldly surprising. Chromix Lumina 
#4 (2015), an assertive composition of various triangular shapes, 
combines bright yellow with its complementary purple, but Ball then 
confounds the combination with pale blue and aqua. The result is 
astounding but convincing. The vigorous form barely contains Ball’s 
taut balance of primary, complementary and pastel tones; the work 
reaches out to claim the wall on which it hangs.

In his exhibition catalog essay, “Painting in an Expanded Field: 
An Homage to Sydney Ball,” Australian art critic Terence Maloon 
articulates his view that both the “Infinex” and the “Chromix 
Lumina” series are “deliberate” evocations of “Pop, Design and 
Corporatist aesthetics.” Maloon speculates that certain series titles 
are offered as a kind of brand-name. But, if indeed he is a brand, 
Ball’s ever-changing series have ensured that it is one characterized 
by rigor and investigation. While some of his series shifts seem quite 
straightforward and developmental, others are not so obvious. 

Ball was hedging between landscape and abstraction when he 
arrived in New York, in 1963. The origins of the works that launched 
him, the “Band” series (1963–64), are well documented. In a night 
class at the Art Students League in 1963, teacher Theodore Stamos 
turned 30-year-old Ball’s semi-abstract painting on its side, and the 
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series was born. Painted in an earthy palette, the elegant vertical 
bands of Kingoonyah (1963) evoke a natural landscape, especially 
when the painting is rotated in the mind’s eye. These flat, hard-
edge paintings of bands of color in varying widths were a major 
development for Ball—but, as is often the case with student work, 
were typical of a lot of work being produced around him.

From “Band” until the end of the 1970s, Ball determinedly 
pursued his goal to make compelling paintings of color. The work 
he produced in these two decades is consistently powerful and 
increasingly complex. Ball’s move to “Canto” (1964–66) was very 
direct. Upon seeing a print with an oval-shaped mount he realized 
the shape’s potential as an energizing frame for his bands. After 
experimenting with an elliptical contour, he moved to a circle, 
and “Canto” emerged. With “Canto,” Ball used the circular form to 
contain bands of color, creating commanding paintings marked 
by powerful relationships between form and color. Such is the 
dynamism of each work in the series that one feels it could have 
gone on forever. Canto XXX (1966) demonstrates a more finessed 
approach to the bands of color, and the tensions between the colors 
themselves show a huge leap from paintings such as Kingoonyah. 
This tonal complexity is mirrored by the composition: the circle 
floats against a dark ground that is further energized by lighter 
bands at the top and bottom. 

The muscularity of the color/form relationship seems to have 
encouraged the artist to explore a more expansive approach. By 
this time, in 1965, he had returned to his native Australia. Using 
Islamic decorative motifs, and continuing his technique of working 
with bands of color, Ball’s next series, “Persian” (1966–68), explores 
curved lines in bold and varying compositions. Mistra Cross (1966–
67), for example, employs a symmetry comparable to the earlier 
work, while Transoxiana (1968) combines a patterned semicircular 
form with a curved line of bands, a formal disjunction that reveals an 
exciting new approach to form for the young artist. 

The sensuous, extending forms of “Persian” anticipate “Modular,” 
the 1960s-era works that are undoubtedly the high point of Ball’s 

output from that decade. As more than one commentator has 
remarked, these works look as fresh today as they did when they 
were made. Comprising individual paintings, some in flat acrylic 
paint, some in shiny enamel, the “Modular” series employs a huge 
range of forms and geometries. Zonal Turn (1968–69), a triumphant 
L-shaped assemblage of parallelograms leaning toward a singular 
parallelogram and rendered in bright blue, green, yellow, brown 
and reds, exudes 20th-century speed and energy. Beam (1969)—like 
Zonal Turn—uses a comparable palette but is constructed from 
upright rectilinear forms to create a solid whole. Beam’s dominating 
form, a large green field, is balanced by a bewitching calibration of 
red, black, blue, yellow and orange shapes. Zonal Turn and Beam 
exemplify the inventive forms and color choices of the “Modular” 
works, as well as the series’ extending attitude to the background 
wall. With surety and bravura, the series announced new possibilities 
for painting. However, it was short lived. Prohibitive production 
costs resulted in the discontinuation of “Modular.” The artist’s 
smallest series to date—and today prized by collectors, curators and 
critics alike—it is little wonder that Ball returned to it more than four 
decades later with the “Infinex” and “Chromix Lumina” works. 

By 1969, Ball was ready to return to New York—this time, with his 
then-wife, artist Margaret Worth. However, the move brought with it 
some very difficult experiences. In January 1970, a fire devastated his 
and Worth’s Chelsea studio. A month later, in February of 1970, news 
came of the suicide of legendary American painter Mark Rothko, in 
whose studio Ball had worked for a time. After Rothko’s death, Ball 
was part of the team that cataloged his works. These experiences 
informed Ball’s “Link” series (1969–71), somber rectilinear paintings 
of soft-edged oblong and strip forms. In these works there are 
traces of the artist’s hand, not painterly, but “stainy” in a way very 
reminiscent of another American abstract expressionist painter and 
peer of Rothko, Helen Frankenthaler. For instance, floating in the 
earthy ground of Oriole (1970) are richly colored, soft-edged tablets 
in various sizes and proportions. “Link” illustrates the seeds of Ball’s 
next body of work, which absorbed him for a decade.

“The Holy Trinity of 
color painting is color, 
space and light. Once 
you’ve got color and 
space you are well on 
the road to getting 
magnificent light.”

The hard edge, which characterized Ball’s work in the 1960s, gave 
way to painterly, gestural abstraction in the “Stain” series. Despite 
their obvious departures from the earlier works, the “Stain” canvases 
can be seen as a logical transition: they continue the intensity, vigor 
and considered approach to composition of all the artist’s work to date 
and are a fresh take on the potential of painting to expand beyond the 
confines of the stretcher. Comprising almost 100 works, “Stain” is one 
of Ball’s largest series and contains within it three subseries. The first 
“Stain” subseries, made in 1971–73, is characterized by big gestures 
on an open ground, as typified by the majestic Absaroka Light (1973). 
Paintings from the second, made between 1974–75, were dense with 
layers of splashes and spots of color, so that no section of bare canvas 
is visible, as seen in the absorbing Montauk Red (1974–75). In the 
final “Stain” subseries (1976–81), Ball again opened his approach so 
that paintings such as Ziona (1976) soar with big painterly marks and 
dribbles and areas of unworked canvas. 

From “Stain,” Ball turned to the unexpected territory of semi-
figurative painting. Having spent the best part of two decades 
exploring the possibilities of color and abstraction, he invested the 
subsequent 21 years producing representational works in which 
color was not the primary concern. These works were focused on 
landscape, mysticism and spirituality. What happened?

The series began after Ball and his then-partner, artist Lynne 
Eastaway, bought some bushland in Glenorie, in northwest Sydney, on 
which to build a new home. The property is a place of Aboriginal rock 
art and exquisite flora and fauna. While they were preparing to build, 
Ball and Eastaway spent a lot of time on the property, camping and 
drawing. This was the first time that Ball had spent any length of time 
in the bush. “Seeing landscape ‘firsthand,’” he told me earlier this year, 
led him to realize that it “provided enough visual wealth and energy 
through its dramatic interweaving of branches, the marks made on 
the ground by the animals and birds and the marvelous rock shapes; 
enough material that I thought warranted a new series of work.”

An unrelenting proponent of an internationalist abstract visual 
vocabulary, Ball fell prey to the allure of the natural Australian 
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landscape. The splashes and spills of the final “Stain” works are 
nowhere evident in his next series, the first in this new phase. 
“Markings and Rock Images” (1980–82) is a semi-abstract gestural 
study of moments of leaves and water in the Australian bush. 
Changes at the Edge of the Pool II (1982) is a shadowy, painterly 
response to the riches of nature Ball found at his own back door. 
Over the course of several subsequent series created through 1999, 
Ball explored painterly gestures and landscape motifs; joined them 
with abstracted, symbolic-looking shapes; introduced the figure; 
and continued his symbolic approach to landscape, including 
naturalistic and totemic marks. Throughout this period, he traveled 
extensively in Asia. He engaged with Buddhist art in temples 
and monasteries on treks through Nepal, India and Tibet to the 
Himalayan Plateau, and acquainted himself with Hindu relics 
in New Delhi, Jaipur and Agra. In Seoul, he worked in the studio 
of Korean master ceramicist Kim Ki-chul, and in China he made 
visits to the Han dynasty sites of Jiayuguan and the Mogao Caves. 
A journey to remote Indonesian islands led him to the Animist 
villages of Lombok, Sumbawa and Flores. Today, Ball says the 
“expressionist” series “shows [his] belief in the wonders of  
the world.”

With their art historical references, later works in Ball’s semi-
figurative phase underscore the artist’s interest in world cultures. 
While still working in abstraction, Ball had made a lengthy tour 
of England and Western Europe, visiting prehistoric sites and 
ethnographical museums. One of Ball’s final semi-figurative series, 
“Vermeer’s Mirror” (1994–97), presents motifs such as the diamond 
patterns often seen in paintings by the Dutch master Johannes 
Vermeer, sometimes in combination with Japanese references—
Kabuki masks, fans—alongside primitive-looking figures.

History has skipped over this phase in Ball’s career. It is 
difficult to understand why neither of Ball’s commercial galleries, 
Sullivan+Strumpf in Sydney and Charles Nodrum in Melbourne, 

even mention this period on their websites. Ball tells me that the 
Sydney gallery has documented the series, but does not stock or 
reproduce the works. Ball himself, however, displays images of them 
on his own website. 

Nevertheless, public institutions have acquired pieces from this 
period, and others were included in significant group exhibitions. 
One such acquisition was the National Gallery of Victoria’s purchase 
of Totems II with Two Matisse Shells (1982), a close-up look at a 
painterly arrangement of organic forms from the series “Totems on 
Ancient Ground” (1982–83). In 1984, Ball was included in the group 
exhibition “The Australians” at New York’s CDS Gallery. Art critics in 
the United States and Australia reviewing Ball’s exhibitions during 
this period responded seriously and positively to his work. 

Ball suggested to me that his expressionist phase was a necessary 
detour from his primary work as a color painter: “After making over 
100 paintings with color playing a secondary role, as well as prints 
and drawings, I felt the need for color to play a more important role,  
to be the major player in the construct of the work. Because of this  
the structure form eventuated and led to four ‘Structures’ series.  
I am so glad I made the decision to explore expressionism as it gave 
me a clearer understanding of what I wanted from renewing color 
painting again.” One need only look at these series to understand how 
cohesively they link to what preceded them and what followed. The 
works in the first expressionist series, “Markings and Rock Images,” 
exist between painterly abstraction and a kind of symbolist figuration. 

In fact, Ball never approaches exact representation or realism; 
instead, the whole phase blends abstraction with figuration in a 
way that seems to manifest a search for emblems and symbols. 
The last series of the period, “Painting with a View to Landscape” 
(2000–02), with its monochromatic gestural forms contained in 
rectangular shapes on a patterned field, clearly contains within 
it the beginnings of the “Structures” series (2003–07). In Trees of 
Change (2000), a calligraphic black form sits on a rectangular field of 

light blue, which is framed by an abstract pattern that conjures the 
markings of scribbly gum trees. Trees of Change is a direct precursor 
of the “Structures” paintings, which pare down the detail of the 
previous series while exploring similar formal concerns in the mode 
of hard-edge abstraction. In his expressionist phase, Ball was doing 
just what he has always done: working rigorously through the formal 
parameters of each body of work.

Perhaps the sidelining of Ball’s expressionism is simply a matter 
of prevailing trends. In recent years, the appetites of both curators 
and collectors for Ball’s abstraction have left little room for the 
expressionist work. But are these works really so different from his 
abstraction? The entire expressionist period is distinguished by 
finely wrought relationships of shapes in charged pictorial space. 
His interest in architectonic forms is often mentioned in discussion 
of the abstract works, but the expressionist works reveal Ball’s 
proficiency in crafting forms or shapes as vehicles, not so much 
for his beloved color but for charged energies, evident in intense, 
directional brushstrokes.

This partly may be a case of historiography constraining the artist. 
So much has been written about his abstraction, especially his use 
of color, that many, including the artist himself, shy away from the 
work that doesn’t fit the existing narrative of how his oeuvre has 
been characterized and articulated. In 2013, Australian art historian, 
critic and gallery director Patrick McCaughey, reflecting on Ball’s 
1960s work, said: “Here was a painter who thought in color and saw it 
as the subject of his art, not just as an agent of form.” Ball of course is 
extremely fluent on the subject of color painting. “The Holy Trinity 
of color painting is color, space and light,” he wrote in a 2013 book on 
the “Stain” series. “Once you’ve got color and space you are well on 
the road to getting magnificent light.” 

However, a discussion of Ball’s entire output makes more sense 
when we acknowledge that he is also profoundly interested in form.  
In 2007, he explained to me his pursuit of the unique forms he 
developed for the “Structures” series: “I wanted a shape no one  
else had worked.” It is also imperative to remember his ongoing 
interest in emotional charge. In that same interview, he told me his  
aim for “Canto” was to achieve “that sublime quality when you know 
there’s something else happening within the work which is not 
just optical—perhaps like great music when you hear a piece and it 
comes together so well you know it was perfect, the essence is there.” 
The expressionist works continue Ball’s exploration of shapes and 
dynamic brushstroke, not to mention composition. They reiterate his 
mastery of color.

Sydney Ball is one of Australia’s great modern painters. As an 
abstract artist he continues to push the possibilities of color, space 
and light. Seen in its entirety, his work is characterized by energetic, 
honed, inventive compositions, and a deep interest in forms as 
charged vehicles. In all its diversity, Ball’s work has undergone 
numerous evolutions, amounting to what he calls “ongoingness.”

An unrelenting proponent 
of an internationalist abstract 
visual vocabulary, Ball fell prey 
to the allure of the natural 
Australian landscape.


